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Committee: International Organization for Migration
Subject: Combating Multidimensional Poverty within Migrant Populations

The International Organization for Migration (IOM),

Acknowledging the Global Compact Migration (GCM) Objective 5, creating legal
pathways for regular migration that reflect Member States’’ labor markets,

Reaffirming Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 8 which seeks to promote sustained,
inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent
work for all,

Fully alarmed by the growing number of exploitative practices within the global migrant
workforce,

Fully aware of the need for integration of migrant populations into individual
communities within Member States,

Recognizing the existing frameworks that serve to reduce multidimensional poverty
present in migrant populations,

Emphasizing the need for greater access to financial systems with global networks put in
place, such as the Multi-Partner Trust Fund (MPTF), to help aid migrants,

Ensuring the effortless integration of migrants into Member States using previous
successful proposals such as the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) and Korean
Immigration and Integration Program (KIIP),

Pursuing the evidence-based benefits of remote educational opportunities for migrants in
rural areas,

1. Recommends the use of migration vetting systems such as migration vetting
systems such as the Danish Positive List for Skilled Labor by Member States as
managed by their border control agencies, which entails:

a. Reporting of businesses, corporations, and individual professionals to their
local governments any shortage of specific trades and skills needed in the
completion of their operations; and,

b. Compiling the aforementioned entities and professions into a list updated
at bimonthly periods in order for:



i. Foreign workers that apply for a work visa in a Member State, if
they possess any skill or trade requested in the list, can be put in
immediate contact with the relevant entity; and,

ii. Foreign workers accepted via the program may apply for residency
permits at the discretion of specific Member States;

2. Encourages the use of a Labor Market Attachment Scheme, where foreigners who
have lost their residency permit or humanitarian grounds may reapply for a new
residence permit;

3. Endorses the collaboration with the International Labour Organization (ILO) on
the basis of the 2020 ILO-IOM Agreement for strengthening capacities for the
development and analysis of indicators of adequate work conditions within
participating Member States:

a. Coordinating sub-regional workshops to share best labor practices and
strengthened networking,

b. Encouraging a united agenda between the ILO and participating Member
States’ local governments with these workshops to address contemporary
urban issues; and,

i. Prioritizing generalized labor unions and collective bargaining
across Member States which highlights collective issues; and,

ii. Minimizing informal job opportunities such as unreported
employment and extortion, which inhibits migrants from receiving
proper pay and work documentation;

c. Promoting a regulatory working climate that supports entrepreneurship
and the development of enterprises for the purpose of drawing migrants
away from informal jobs through sub-regional workshopping;

4. Calls Upon Member States to create a step-by-step guide that assists migrants to
acclimate to the culture and climate of specific Member States by:

a. Endorsing a guide that is adaptable to each individual Member State, that
describes the labor, population, political structure, language, and more, as
a means to better the amalgamation of migrants into their new
communities,

b. Supporting migrants through courses in language and culture in order to
facilitate migrants to work jobs in new Member States to reduce labor
exploitation;

5. Calls upon the MPTF Steering Committee to aid in the implementation of all
policies proposed, as they adhere with GCM objectives;

6. Encourages Member States to put in place relief agencies through the use of
Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) and international funding organizations
to assist migrants access to stable living conditions:

a. Working with NGOs, such as Caritas Internationalis, to help rebuild the
lives of refugees by:
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i. Providing food for migrants all over the world,
ii. Working to support people below the poverty line regardless of a

Member States income,
iii. Assisting in conflicts and disasters within migrant borders; and,
iv. Expanding access to healthcare for both emergency and day-to-day

life services;
b. Providing basic care necessities to migrants such as food cards and

insurance cards through funding services such as the MPTF and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Israeli Center for International
Cooperation which provides the knowledge, tools, funds, and expertise
Israel has to offer to fellow Member States;

7. Urges Member States to reflect on previous attempts to assist migrant integration
within their own state by:

a. Promoting past proposals that have been effective within a Member State
to be expanded upon to fit global standards such as:

i. Israel’s Ukraine Response Project and the HIAS, but open to all
migrants, with the proposition that Member States adopt similar
measures to provide legal assistance, access to employment
programs, health assistance, and increased protection of migrants
within their own state,

ii. The KIIP that has allowed for migrants to better integrate into
society,

iii. Danish “World We Share” program for development cooperation
meant to address economic fragility in migrant populations and
irregular migration as guided by SDG 8; and,

iv. The Spanish Commission of Refugees (CEAR), which works to
toward migrant equality,

b. Working in unison as IOM with Members States who have been successful
in integrating migrant populations by:

i. Accepting volunteers from willing Member States within already
established organizations and programs such as CEAR, HIAS, and
KIIP to be sent to other Member States to implement and initiate
the successful measures worldwide; and,

ii. Training programs would be developed upon request in order to
ingratiate these leaders from Member States to adapt the program
into the cultural sensitive situations within each specific Member
State;

8. Encourages Member States to leverage technology to provide remote education to
migrants in rural areas in order to aid in the bridging of practical educational gaps,
regardless of location;

a. Promoting collaboration and partnership with technology-based
Multinational Corporations (MNCs) for the aid and development of digital
educational resources,
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b. Considering the evidence of efficiency as shown by remote educational
transitions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic,

c. Improving access to resources such as textbooks, tutors, and instructional
technology; and,

d. Researching and implementing reliable and evidence-based instructional
technology strategies with the aid of The United Nations Education,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
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